“ORCHIDS IN THE REALM OF THE SUBLIME”
SOLO EXHIBITION OF ORCHID PAINTINGS BY PATRICIA LASPINO
AT THE MISSOURI BOTANICAL GARDEN

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

December 15, 2014

Patricia Laspino, contemporary American painter and founder of the “Orchid Alliance ProjectBridging Art & Science”, will be showing recent paintings in a solo exhibition entitled, “Orchids in
the Realm of the Sublime” in the Monsanto Hall Gallery at the world-renowned Missouri Botanical
Garden in St. Louis, Missouri, January – March 8, 2015.
Laspino’s provocative large scale oil paintings will highlight orchids subjects found in some of the 35
countries and six continents where the Garden is actively engaged in research. The Missouri Botanical
Garden is a National Historic Landmark and one of the world’s leading research centers for plant
science, conservation and education, with a strong commitment to the arts and humanities. The artist
will also unveil two new paintings created specifically for the Garden representing orchid species found
in South Africa and Madagascar.
Founded in 1859 and regarded as one of the top three botanical gardens in the world, the Missouri
Botanical Garden’s historic orchid collection is one of the largest and finest in the United States.
Laspino’s exhibition coincides with the Garden’s annual orchid show, whose theme this year is “Orchids
and their Pollinators”. The artist views orchids as a flagship plant family or ambassador to tell stories
about the interconnectedness of humanity and the natural world.
Laspino’s thirty-five year career has been inspired by the beauty and diversity of the natural world and
the orchid’s extraordinary influence on art and culture. The artist uses orchids as metaphor, to explore
cultural and biological evolution, biodiversity and environmental stewardship. Her paintings uncover the
fundamental attractive shapes and designs of nature where symmetry, color, and pattern all play
important roles on nature’s grand stage of attraction. The artist’s signature style interweaves 60-80
layers of transparent oil color over a textural groundwork of fossilized botanical impressions. Her
painted surfaces capture light and are animated from within to achieve vibrancy, luminosity and drama.

For further information, please contact Andrew Laspino at (203)584-6756;
Email: andrew@orchidallianceproject.com.
Website: www.orchidallianceproject.com

